Extended Abstract

We present the results of an extensive study of current implementations of the Java Card applet firewall. Despite the imminent release of the Java Card 3.0 standard, cards with the well-established Java Card 2.x standard will stay with us for some time to come.

We report on three aspects of the Java Card firewall:

- compliance of existing Java Card implementations w.r.t. the official specification has been performed. Testing eight cards from four manufacturers revealed only minor and mostly harmless deviations from the specifications, and at least one questionable statement in the specification itself.
- using the firewall mechanism (the shareable interface object mechanism to be precise) as a way to legally introduce type confusion (ill-typed code) on a Java Card VM.
- finally, the protection the firewall offers against ill-typed code. As it turns out, the firewall does not provide the defence-in-depth one might hope for here. As an example we will illustrate this in an AID exploit, where ill-typed code can make arbitrary changes to the central AID registry of a card. This attack was possible on two recent Java Card smartcards currently on the market.

One of the results of our study is that despite the correct behaviour of the firewall w.r.t. the specification, firewalls could possibly be a bit more defensive.

In the presentation we will discuss our firewall compliance test and its results for our test cards, we will describe the mechanism of introducing type flaws through the SIO mechanism, and finally we will give the details of the AID attack.
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